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Abstract—Video coding standards are primarily designed for
efficient lossy compression, but it is also desirable to support
efficient lossless compression within video coding standards using
small modifications to the lossy coding architecture. A simple
approach is to skip transform and quantization, and simply
entropy code the prediction residual. However, this approach is
inefficient at compression. A more efficient and popular approach
is to skip transform and quantization but also process the residual
block with DPCM, along the horizontal or vertical direction,
prior to entropy coding. This paper explores an alternative
approach based on processing the residual block with integer-to-
integer (i2i) transforms. I2i transforms can map integer pixels
to integer transform coefficients without increasing the dynamic
range and can be used for lossless compression. We focus on
lossless intra coding and develop novel i2i approximations of the
odd type-3 DST (ODST-3). Experimental results with the HEVC
reference software show that the developed i2i approximations of
the ODST-3 improve lossless intra-frame compression efficiency
with respect to HEVC version 2, which uses the popular DPCM
method, by an average 2.7% without a significant effect on
computational complexity.
Index Terms—Image coding, Video Coding, Discrete cosine
transforms, Lossless coding, HEVC
I. INTRODUCTION
Video coding standards are primarily designed for efficient
lossy compression, but it is also desirable to support efficient
lossless compression within video coding standards. However,
to avoid increase in the system complexity, lossless compres-
sion is typically supported using small modifications to the
lossy coding architecture.
Lossy compression in modern video coding standards, such
as HEVC [1] or H.264 [2], is achieved with a block-based
approach. First, a block of pixels are predicted using pixels
either from a previously coded frame (inter prediction) or
from previously coded regions of the current frame (intra
prediction). The prediction is in many cases not sufficiently
accurate and in the next step, the block of prediction error
pixels (residual) are computed and then transformed to reduce
remaining spatial redundancy. Finally, the transform coeffi-
cients are quantized and entropy coded together with other
relevant side information such as prediction modes.
To support also lossless compression within the block-based
lossy coding architecture summarized above, the simplest
approach is to just skip the transform and quantization steps,
and directly entropy code the prediction residual block. This
approach is indeed used in HEVC version 1 [1]. While this
is a simple and low-complexity approach, it is well known
that prediction residuals are not sufficiently decorrelated in
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many regions of video sequences and directly entropy coding a
prediction residual block is inefficient at compression. Hence,
a large number of approaches have been proposed to develop
more efficient lossless compression methods for video coding.
A more efficient and popular approach is to skip transform
and quantization but process the residual block with differen-
tial pulse code modulation (DPCM) prior to entropy coding
[3], [4]. While there are many variations of this approach [3],
[4], [5], [6], video coding standards HEVC and H.264 include
the simple horizontal and vertical DPCM due to their low
complexity and reasonable compression performance.
This paper explores an alternative approach for lossless
compression within video coding standards. Instead of DPCM,
integer-to-integer (i2i) transforms are used to process the
residual block. I2i transforms can map inputs that are on a
uniform discrete lattice to outputs on the same lattice and are
invertible [7]. In other words, i2i transforms can map integer
pixels to integer transform coefficients. Note however that
unlike the integer transforms used in HEVC for lossy coding
[8], i2i transforms do not increase the dynamic range at the
output and can therefore be easily employed in lossless coding.
While there are many papers that employ i2i approximations
of the discrete cosine transform (DCT) in lossless image
compression [9], we could not come across a work which
explores i2i transforms for lossless compression of prediction
residuals in video coding, or particularly in H.264 or HEVC.
This paper focuses on lossless compression for intra coding.
For lossless inter coding, some of our preliminary results are
provided in [10]. In lossy intra coding, it is known that a hybrid
separable 2D transform based on the odd type-3 discrete sine
transform (ODST-3) and the DCT [11], [12] or simply a
2D ODST-3 [1] provides improved compression performance
over the traditional 2D DCT at transform coding block-based
spatial prediction residuals. While the literature includes great
previous research on i2i DCTs [9], [13], [14], we could not
find any i2i approximations of the ODST-3. Therefore in this
paper, we first explore the design of i2i approximations of
the ODST-3 and then provide lossless intra-frame compression
results with the developed i2i approximations of the ODST-3.
Our experimental results performed using the HEVC reference
software indicate that using the developed i2i approximations
of ODST-3, the lossless intra-frame compression of HEVC
version 2, which uses the popular DPCM method along the
horizontal or vertical direction, can be improved by an average
2.7% without significant complexity increase.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, a brief overview of related previous research on
lossless video compression is provided. Section III discusses
i2i transforms and their design based on plane rotations and the
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2lifting scheme. Section IV presents a framework for designing
computationally efficient i2i approximations of the ODST-3.
Section V presents experimental results with the designed i2i
approximations of the ODST-3 within HEVC and compares
them with those of HEVC version 1 and 2. Finally, Section
VI concludes the paper. Note that some preliminary results of
this work were presented in [10], [15].
II. PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON LOSSLESS VIDEO
COMPRESSION
One of the simplest methods to support lossless compression
within video codecs primarily designed for lossy coding is to
just skip the transform and quantization steps, and directly
entropy code the prediction residual block. This approach is
indeed used in HEVC version 1 [1]. While this is a low-
complexity approach, it is inefficient at compression since
prediction residuals are typically not well decorrelated. Hence,
a large number of approaches have been proposed to develop
more efficient lossless compression methods for video coding.
These approaches can be categorized into three groups, which
we briefly review as follows.
A. Methods based on residual DPCM
The first group of methods are based on processing the
residual blocks, obtained from the block-based spatial or
temporal prediction of the lossy coding architecture, with
differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) prior to entropy
coding and are typically called residual DPCM (RDPCM)
methods. There are many variations of RDPCM methods in the
literature for both lossless intra and inter coding [3], [4], [5],
[6]. RDPCM methods process the prediction residual block
with some specific pixel-by-pixel prediction method, which is
typically the distinguishing feature among the many RDPCM
methods.
One of the earliest RDPCM methods was proposed in [3]
for lossless intra coding in H.264. Here, after the block-
based spatial prediction is performed, a simple pixel-by-
pixel differencing operation is applied on the residual pixels
in only horizontal and vertical intra prediction modes. In
the horizontal intra mode, from each residual pixel, its left
neighbor is subtracted and the result is the RDPCM pixel
of the block. Similar differencing is performed along the
vertical direction in the vertical intra mode. Note that the
residuals of other angular intra modes are not processed in
[3] because directional pixel-by-pixel prediction with different
interpolation for each angular prediction mode is required to
account for the directional correlation of the residuals and the
additional improvement in compression does not justify the
complexity increase.
The same RDPCM method as in [3] is now included in
HEVC version 2 [16], [17] for intra and inter coding. In
inter coding, RDPCM is applied either along the horizontal
or vertical direction or not at all, and a flag is coded in each
transform unit (TU) to indicate if it is applied, and if so,
another flag is coded to indicate the direction. In intra coding,
RDPCM is applied only when intra prediction mode is either
horizontal or vertical and no flag is coded since the RDPCM
direction is inferred from the intra prediction mode.
B. Methods based on pixel-by-pixel spatial prediction
The second group of methods can be used only in lossless
intra coding and are based on replacing the block-based spatial
prediction method with a pixel-by-pixel spatial prediction
method. Since the transform is skipped in lossless coding, a
pixel-by-pixel spatial prediction approach can be used instead
of block-based prediction for more efficient prediction.
The literature contains many lossless intra coding methods
based on the pixel-by-pixel prediction approach [18], [19],
[20]. The so-called Sample-based Angular Prediction (SAP)
method is a well-known such method [18]. In the application
of the SAP method to HEVC [18], only the angular intra
modes are modified and the DC and planar intra modes remain
unmodified. In these modified angular intra modes, the same
angular projection directions and linear interpolation equations
of HEVC’s intra prediction are used, but the used reference
samples are modified. Instead of the the block neighbor pixels,
the immediate neighbor pixels are used as reference pixels for
prediction, resulting in a pixel-by-pixel prediction version of
HEVC’s block-based intra prediction.
Instead of using the HEVC intra prediction equations for
pixel-by-pixel spatial prediction, a more general pixel-by-
pixel spatial prediction method based on using 3 neighboring
pixels in each intra mode of HEVC is developed in [21],
and the results report one of the best lossless intra coding
performances within HEVC.
While the lossless intra coding methods based on pixel-by-
pixel spatial prediction can provide competitive compression
performance, their distinguishing feature can also be a draw-
back. Their pixel-based nature is not congruent with the block-
based architecture of video coding standards and introduces
undesired pixel-based dependencies in the prediction architec-
ture that can reduce throughput in the processing pipeline of
video encoders and decoders [18], [21].
C. Methods based on modified entropy coding
The third group of methods considers entropy coding. In
lossy coding, transform coefficients of prediction residuals
are entropy coded, while in lossless coding, the prediction
residuals are entropy coded. Considering the difference of the
statistics of quantized transform coefficients and prediction
residuals, several modifications in entropy coding were pro-
posed for lossless coding [22], [23], [24]. The HEVC version
2 includes reversing the scan order of coefficients, using a
dedicated context model for the significance map and other
tools [16], [25].
III. INTEGER-TO-INTEGER (I2I) TRANSFORMS
Integer-to-integer (i2i) transforms map integer inputs to
integer outputs and are invertible [7]. Note that unlike the
integer transforms in HEVC [8], which also map integer
residual pixels to integer transform coefficients by implement-
ing the transform operations with fixed-point arithmetic, i2i
transforms considered here do not increase the dynamic range
at the output. Therefore they can be easily used in lossless
compression.
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Fig. 1. (a) Plane rotation and (b) its decomposition into a structure with
three lifting steps and (c) the inverse structure.
One possible method to obtain an i2i transform is to
decompose a known orthogonal transform into a cascade of
plane rotations, and then approximate each plane rotation with
a lifting structure [7], [26], which can map integer inputs to
integer outputs.
A. Plane rotations and the lifting scheme
A plane rotation can be represented with the 2x2 matrix
given below in Equation (1) and also shown with a flow-graph
in Figure 1 (a).
P (α) =
[
cos(α) sin(α)
− sin(α) cos(α)
]
(1)
The significance of plane rotations comes from the capability
to design orthogonal transforms by cascading multiple plane
rotations.
A plane rotation can be decomposed into a structure with
three lifting steps or a structure with two lifting steps and
two scaling factors [9]. Consider first the decomposition into
a structure with three lifting steps as shown in Figure 1 (b),
which is represented in matrix form as[
cos(α) sin(α)
− sin(α) cos(α)
]
=
[
1 q
0 1
] [
1 0
r 1
] [
1 q
0 1
]
(2)
where q = cos(α)−1sin(α) and r = sin(α).
Each lifting step can be inverted with another lifting step
because[
1 q
0 1
]−1
=
[
1 −q
0 1
]
,
[
1 0
r 1
]−1
=
[
1 0
−r 1
]
.
(3)
In other words, each lifting step is inverted by subtracting out
what was added in the forward lifting step. Thus, the inverse
of the decomposition structure with 3 lifting steps is obtained
by cascading the same lifting steps with subtraction instead of
addition in reverse order, as shown in Figure 1 (c).
Consider now the decomposition of a plane rotation into a
structure with two lifting steps and two scaling factors. There
are four such possible decompositions, as shown in Figure 2.
Note that the type-3 and type-4 decompositions in Figure 2
(d) and (e) have permuted outputs. In other words, output y2
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Fig. 2. (a) Plane rotation and its decomposition into structures with two
lifting steps and two scaling factors. There are four possible decompositions
as shown in (b), (c), (d) and (e). The decomposition in (d) and (e) have
permuted outputs.
(and scaling factor K2) is now in the upper branch and output
y1 (and scaling factor K1) in the lower.
These decompositions can also be represented in matrix
form. For example, the decomposition in Figure 2 (b) can
be represented as in Equation (4) below.[
cos(α) sin(α)
− sin(α) cos(α)
]
=
[
K1 0
0 K2
] [
1 0
u 1
] [
1 p
0 1
]
(4)
The lifting parameters p and u and the scaling factors K1
and K2 in all four types of decompositions can be related
to the rotation angle α of the plane rotation by first writing
the linear equations relating the inputs to the outputs for the
decompositions and the plane rotation and then equalizing the
linear equations. This results in the following relations.
For the type-1 decomposition in Figure 2 (b), the lifting and
scaling parameters are related to rotation angle α as follows :
• p = tan(α), u = − sin(α) cos(α)
• K1 = cos(α), K2 = 1cos(α) .
For the type-2 decomposition in Figure 2 (c), the relations
are as follows :
• p = − tan(α), u = sin(α) cos(α)
• K1 = 1cos(α) , K2 = cos(α).
For the type-3 decomposition in Figure 2 (d), the relations
are as follows :
• p = − 1tan(α) , u = sin(α) cos(α)
• K2 = − sin(α), K1 = 1sin(α) .
Finally, for the type-4 decomposition in Figure 2 (e), the
lifting and scaling parameters are related to rotation angle α
as follows :
4• p = 1tan(α) , u = − sin(α) cos(α)
• K2 = − 1sin(α) , K1 = sin(α).
Note that all for types of decomposition structures in Figure
2 are equivalent with the above parameters, i.e. they have the
same input-output relation.
Note also that all four types of decompositions are equiv-
alent to the plane rotation in Figure 2 (a), i.e. they have
the same input-output relation, except that type-3 and type-4
decompositions have permuted outputs, which is just a simple
reordering of the output signal. However, when designing i2i
transforms, the lifting parameters p and u can be quantized
and the scaling factors K1 and K2 can become important, and
therefore one type of decomposition can be preferred over the
others despite all having the same input-output relation. This
issue will be discussed in more detail in Section IV-D where
we discuss the design of i2i approximation of the odd type-3
DST (ODST-3) based on lifting decompositions of cascaded
plane rotations.
Inversion of decompositions with two lifting steps and
two scaling factors can be achieved by going in the reverse
direction and inverting first the scaling factors and then the
lifting steps.
B. Integer-to-integer mapping property
Consider now the integer-to-integer mapping property of the
lifting steps. In all of the above decompositions, each lifting
step can map integers to integers by introducing a simple
rounding operation. If the result of multiplying integer input
samples with lifting paramters p or u is rounded to integers,
each lifting step performs mapping from integer inputs to
integer outputs [7], [9]. Notice that as long as the same
rounding operation is applied in both forward and inverse
lifting steps, inversion of a lifting step remains the same,
i.e. subtract what was added in the forward lifting step. In
summary, each lifting step can map integers to integers (and
is still easily inverted) by introducing rounding operations after
multiplications with lifting parameters p or u.
The scaling factors in the decompositions in Figure 2 violate
integer-to-integer mapping property if scaling factors are not
integers. If they are integers, they just introduce artificial
scaling that is unnecessary. Thus scaling factors seem to pose a
problem for integer-to-integer mapping property of the lifting
decompositions in Figure 2, however, we discuss in Section
IV-D how to deal with scaling factors when designing i2i
transforms from cascaded lifting decompositions.
Floating point multiplications can be avoided in lifting
steps if the lifting parameters p and u are approximated with
rationals of the form k/2l (k and l are integers), which can be
implemented with only integer addition and bitshift operations
(integer multiplications can be performed with addition and
bitshift). Note that the bitshift operation implicitly includes
a rounding operation, which provides integer-to-integer map-
ping, as discussed above. Integers k and l can be chosen
depending on the desired accuracy to approximate the lifting
operation and the desired level of computational complexity.
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Fig. 3. Factorization of 4-point DCT.
C. I2i DCT
A significant amount of work on i2i transforms has been
done to develop i2i approximations of the discrete cosine
transform (DCT). One of the most popular methods, due its to
lower computational complexity, is to utilize the factorization
of the DCT into plane rotations and butterfly structures [27],
[28], [9]. Two well-known factorizations of the DCT into
plane rotations and butterflies are the Chen’s and Loeffler’s
factorizations [27], [28]. Loeffler’s 4-point DCT factorization
is shown in Figure 3. It contains three butterflies, one plane
rotation and a scaling factor of 12 at the end of each branch.
Consider first the three butterfly structures shown in Figure
3. A butterfly structure maps integers to integers because the
output samples are the sum and difference of the inputs. It is
also easily inverted by itself followed by division of output
samples by 2.
The plane rotation in Figure 3 can be decomposed into
three lifting steps or two lifting steps and two scaling factors,
as discussed in Section III-A, to obtain integer-to-integer
mapping. Using two lifting steps reduces the complexity and
the two scaling factors can be combined with the other scaling
factors at the output.
The scaling factors at the output can be absorbed into
the quantization stage in lossy coding. In lossless coding, all
scaling factors can be omitted. However, care is needed when
omitting scaling factors since for some branches, the dynamic
range of the output may become too high when scaling factors
are omitted. For example, in Figure 3, the DC output sample
(i.e. R[0]) becomes the sum of all input samples when scaling
factors are omitted, however, it may be preferable that it is the
average of all input samples, which can improve the entropy
coding performance [9]. Hence, to obtain an i2i DCT for use
in lossless coding, the butterflies of Figure 3 are replaced
with lifting steps to adjust the dynamic range at the output
of each branch (or equivalently to adjust the norm of each
analysis basis function) and the scaling factors at the output
are omitted, resulting in the i2i DCT shown in Figure 4 [9].
IV. INTEGER-TO-INTEGER APPROXIMATION OF ODD
TYPE-3 DST
To the best of our knowledge, an integer-to-integer (i2i) ap-
proximation of the odd type-3 DST (ODST-3) has not appeared
in the literature. To develop such an i2i approximation of the
ODST-3, we first approximate the ODST-3 with a cascade of
plane rotations, and approximate these rotations with lifting
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Fig. 4. Lifting-based i2i approximation of DCT for lossless compression.
steps to obtain i2i approximations of the ODST-3 for use in
lossless intra-frame coding.
An overview of this section is as follows. In Section IV-A,
the auto-correlation expression of the block-based spatial
prediction residual and its optimal transform as the correlation
coefficient approaches 1, i.e. the ODST-3, are reviewed. Next,
in Section IV-B, a coding gain expression is presented. In
Section IV-C, an algorithm to approximate the 4-point ODST-
3 through plane rotations is presented. In Section IV-D, the
plane rotation based approximation is used to obtain i2i
approximations of the 4-point ODST-3. Finally, in Section
IV-E, i2i approximations of ODST-3 for large block sizes are
discussed.
A. Block-based spatial prediction, auto-correlation of its
residual and the odd type-3 DST (ODST-3)
Block-based spatial prediction, or also commonly called
intra prediction, is a widely used technique for predictive
coding of intra-frames in modern video coding standards [2],
[29]. In this well-known method, a block of pixels are pre-
dicted by copying the block’s spatially neighbor pixels (which
reside in the previously reconstructed left and upper blocks)
along a predefined direction inside the block [29]. While
H.264 supports 8 such directional intra prediction modes (each
copying spatial neighbors along different directions) in 4x4
and 8x8 blocks, HEVC supports 33 such modes (shown in
Figure 5) for blocks of sizes 4x4, 8x8, 16x16 and 32x32.
The prediction residual block, obtained by subtracting the
prediction block from the original block, is transformed and
quantized in lossy coding or processed with DPCM in lossless
coding in these standards, prior to entropy coding.
The optimal transform for the lossy coding of the spa-
tial prediction residual block was determined as the hybrid
DCT/ODST-3 based on modeling the image pixels with a first-
order Markov process [11], [12]. Depending on the copying
direction of the prediction mode, the DCT or the ODST-3
is applied in either the horizontal and/or vertical direction
forming a hybrid 2D transform. In particular, if the copying
direction of the prediction mode is horizontal, the ODST-3 is
applied along the horizontal direction and the DCT is applied
along the vertical direction. Similarly, if the copying direction
of the prediction mode is vertical, the ODST-3 is applied along
the vertical and the DCT along the horizontal direction.
Note that although a mode-dependent hybrid transform
approach was derived in [11], compression experiments have
2
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Fig. 5. Copying directions of intra prediction modes in HEVC. Modes 2-34
are angular copying modes with the above shown directions and modes 0 and
1 are non-angular DC and planar prediction modes, respectively [29].
u(0) u(1) u(2) u(3) u(4)
Fig. 6. A 4-pixel image row (white pixels u(i), i = 1, .., 4) and its neighbor
pixel (gray pixel u(0)) modeled with a first-order Markov process. The spatial
prediction pixels (uˆ(i), i = 1, .., 4) of the block are obtained by copying the
block neighbor pixel u(0), in other words, uˆ(i) = u(0), i = 1, .., 4.
shown that using the 2D ODST-3 for all intra modes gives
similar compression performance in lossy coding in HEVC,
and the HEVC standard uses 2D ODST-3 for all 4x4 intra
modes [1]. Based on this result, we also use i2i approximations
of 2D ODST-3 for all intra modes in our experiments in
Section V.
Now, we briefly review the derivation of the auto-correlation
of the block-based spatial prediction residual because it will
be used to develop i2i transforms that approximate the ODST-
3 for lossless intra-frame compression. We use a 1D signal
in our discussion for simplicity and because the result can be
used for 2D signals by constructing separable 2D transforms
as in [11], [12].
A first-order Markov process, which is used to model image
pixels horizontally within a row (as shown in Figure 6) or
vertically within a column, is represented recursively as
u(i) = ρ · u(i− 1) + w(i) (5)
where ρ is the correlation coefficient, u(i) are zero-mean,
unit variance process samples and w(i) are zero-mean, white
noise samples with variance 1 − ρ2. The auto-covariance or
correlation of the process is given by
E[u(i) · u(j)] = ρ|i−j|. (6)
It is well known that the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is
the optimal transform for the first-order Markov process as its
correlation coefficient ρ approaches the value 1 [30].
The spatial prediction block is obtained by copying the
neighbor pixel of the block, i.e. u(0), inside the block. In other
words, the spatial prediction pixels uˆ(i) = u(0), i = 1, .., N ,
where N is the block length.
The residual block pixels r(i), i = 1, .., N , are obtained by
subtracting the spatial prediction pixels uˆ(i) from the original
pixels u(i) :
r(i) = u(i)− uˆ(i)
= u(i)− u(0). (7)
6The auto-correlation of the residual pixels is given by
E[r(i)r(j)] and is obtained as follows :
E[r(i)r(j)] = E[(u(i)− u(0))(u(j)− u(0))]
= ρ|i−j| − ρi − ρj + 1, i, j ∈ {1, ..., N}
(8)
Such an auto-correlation expression results in a special auto-
correlation matrix as the correlation coefficient ρ approaches
1. In particular, for a block size of N = 4, the following
correlation matrix K4 is obtained :
K4 =

1 1 1 1
1 2 2 2
1 2 3 3
1 2 3 4
 . (9)
The eigenvectors of such correlation matrices have been deter-
mined to be the basis vectors of the odd type-3 discrete sine
transform (ODST-3) given by [11], [31], [12]
[S]m,n =
2√
2N + 1
sin(
(2m− 1)npi
2N + 1
), m, n ∈ {1, ..., N}
(10)
where m and n are integers representing the frequency and
time index of the basis functions, respectively. Hence, the
optimal transform for the spatial prediction residual block is
the ODST-3, as ρ approaches 1.
An important observation regarding the ODST-3 is that its
first (m = 1) and most important basis function has smaller
values at the beginning (i.e. closer to the prediction boundary)
and larger values towards the end of the block. This trend
in the values of the basis function is due to the fact that
block pixels closer to the prediction boundary are predicted
better than those further away from it, i.e. the variance of the
prediction residual signal samples grows with the distance of
the samples from the prediction boundary [11], [31], [12].
B. Coding gain in lossy and lossless transform coding
In lossy transform coding, the transform design problem re-
duces to searching for an orthogonal transform that minimizes
the product of the transform coefficient variances [32]. The
optimal solution, i.e. transform, is given by the eigenvectors
of the source correlation matrix, and the most commonly
used name for this transform is the Karhunen-Loeve transform
(KLT). Based on the transform design problem, a figure of
merit called the coding gain G of an orthogonal transform T
is defined in the literature as follows :
G(T,KN ) = 10 log10
(
∏N
i=1 σ
2
r,i)
1
N
(
∏N
i=1 σ
2
R,i)
1
N
(11)
Here, N is the block length of the signal r(i), i = 1, ..., N ,
KN is the correlation matrix of the signal with diagonals
σ2r,i, i.e. σ
2
r,i is the variance of the i
th input sample, σ2R,i
is the variance of the ith transform coefficient, i.e. ith output
sample. Note that this coding gain expression is obtained under
assumptions such as Gaussian source, high-rate quantization
and optimal bit allocation [32].
In this paper, we are primarily interested in lossless coding,
in particular with integer-to-integer (i2i) transforms. Goyal
shows in [7] that under similar assumptions such as Gaussian
source and optimal bit allocation, the i2i transform design
problem for lossless coding reduces to a similar search for a
transform that minimizes, again, the product of the transform
coefficient variances, but the search is over all transforms with
a determinant of 1 (instead of over orthogonal transforms as in
lossy transform coding.) Since we construct i2i transforms in
this paper from cascaded lifting steps, all of the i2i transforms
in this paper have a determinant of 1 (since each pair of p and
u lifting steps has a determinant of 1). Hence, in this paper
we use the same coding gain expression in Equation (11) to
design and evaluate performances of also i2i transforms to be
used for lossless compression.
Notice that the search in the i2i transform design problem
is over all transforms with a determinant of 1, instead of
over all orthogonal transforms as in transform design for lossy
transform coding [7]. Since all orthogonal transforms have a
determinant of 1, the search in the i2i transform design is over
a larger set of transforms and thus the coding gain obtained
with i2i transforms can be larger than that of the KLT, i.e. the
maximum obtainable with orthogonal transforms [7].
In summary, one of the most important metrics of a trans-
form used in compression applications is the coding gain. A
transform with higher coding gain can achieve higher compres-
sion performance (provided following processing stages such
as quantization – if present – and entropy coding are performed
properly.) In this paper, we use the coding gain expression in
Equation (11) to design i2i transforms for lossless compression
and to evaluate/compare performances of various transforms.
C. Approximation of 4-point odd type-3 DST (ODST-3)
through plane rotations
While the widely used DCT has computationally efficient
factorizations based on butterfly structured implementations
[27], [28], [9], such exact factorizations of the odd type-3
DST (ODST-3) do not exist. This is because the denominator
2N+1 of the ODST-3’s basis function in Equation (10) is not
a composite number (i.e. can not be decomposed into product
of small integers), in particular, not a power of 2 [33].
While exact factorizations based on butterflies and plane
rotations are not possible for the ODST-3, it is still possible
to seek approximations of the transform by cascading plane
rotations. In this section, we discuss a general framework for
such approximations and measure the approximation accuracy
via the coding gain, defined in Equation (11).
A plane rotation with an angle α that processes the ith and
jth branches of a length N signal can be represented with the
following NxN matrix :
P (i, j, α) =

1 · · · 0 · · · 0 · · · 0
...
. . .
...
...
...
0 · · · cosα · · · sinα · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 · · · − sinα · · · cosα · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 · · · 0 · · · 0 · · · 1

(12)
7where the four sinusoidal terms appear at the intersections of
the ith and jth rows and columns. In particular, the non-zero
elements of P (i, j, α) are given by :
[P (i, j, α)]i,i = cosα
[P (i, j, α)]j,j = cosα
[P (i, j, α)]j,i = −sinα
[P (i, j, α)]i,j = sinα
[P (i, j, α)]k,k = 1, k 6= i, j. (13)
When cascading plane rotations, the degrees of freedom for
each plane rotation P (i, j, α) are the pair of branches (i,j)
to process with the plane rotation, and the rotation angle α.
Hence, in cascading plane rotations to approximate the ODST-
3, the problem reduces to finding a given number L of ordered
branch-pairs (ik,jk) and rotation angles αk so that the coding
gain of the cascaded plane rotations, i.e. the obtained overall
transform ΠLk=1P (ik, jk, αk), is maximized for a block-based
spatial prediction residual signal r(i), i ∈ {1, ..., N}, with cor-
relation matrix KN whose entries are given by the correlation
expression in Equation (8). This problem can be formalized
as the following optimization problem :
max
i1,j1,α1,...,iL,jL,αL
G( ΠLk=1P (ik, jk, αk) , KN ) (14)
subject to ik 6= jk, αk ∈ [0, pi/2).
This optimization problem does not have a simple solution.
The optimization parameters ik and jk, k ∈ {1, ..., L} are
discrete and each of them takes an integer value from the set
{1, ..., N}. Thus the search space for all the discrete optimiza-
tion parameters (i1, j1, i2, j2, ..., iL, jL) contains about
(
N
2
)L
points since there are about
(
N
2
)L
many ways to choose the L
ordered branch-pairs to which cascaded plane rotations can be
applied. The optimization function G does not have any special
properties over this discrete search space and each point in it
must be exhaustively searched. For each search point, i.e. each
possible ordered branch-pair, the rotation angles (α1, ..., αL)
need to be searched, too, to find the maximum of the optimiza-
tion function G, i.e. overall coding gain. In summary, to find an
optimal or near-optimal solution to the optimization problem
in Equation (14), one needs to exhaustively search the space of
the discrete optimization parameters (i1, j1, i2, j2, ..., iL, jL),
and for each point in the search space, the rotation angles
(α1, ..., αL) can be searched by employing a gradient-descent
type algorithm.
As block size N increases, the described solution approach
becomes quickly computationally unmanageable. The number
of points
(
N
2
)L
in the search space of the discrete parameters
grows quickly with N . In particular, assuming a total of
L = N2 log2N plane rotations (i.e. similar number of rotations
as in an N-point FFT [34]) the total number of search points(
N
2
)L ' (N22 )N2 log2N . For a block size of N = 4, this
corresponds to about 212 search points, which is manageable,
however, for a block size of N = 8, the number of search
points becomes about 260, which is too large. Hence for
block sizes larger than N = 4, a different approach is
required. A possible approach is to use a faster but sub-
optimal greedy algorithm, as in [35], to solve the optimization
TABLE I
THEORETICAL CODING GAINS (IN DB) OF VARIOUS ORTHOGONAL
TRANSFORMS RELATIVE TO THAT OF THE KLT, ALL APPLIED TO THE
BLOCK-BASED SPATIAL PREDICTION RESIDUAL WITH A BLOCK SIZE OF
N = 4 AND CORRELATION PARAMETER ρ = 0.95.
DCT ODST-3 AODST-3(2) AODST-3(3) AODST-3(4) AODST-3(5)
-0.6211 -0.0009 -0.7593 -0.1023 -0.0059 -0.0001
problem in a stage-by-stage manner. In each stage, only one
rotation P (ik, jk, αk) is considered and its coding gain is
maximized by using the output signal of the previous stage as
the input. However, such a greedy approach provides solutions
with significantly lower coding gains than the KLT in our
implementation results. An alternative approach is to use the
even type-3 DST (EDST-3) [31], which can be factored into
a cascade of plane rotations [36], as an approximation to the
ODST-3 [33]. We pursue the latter approach for designing
i2i transforms for lossless compression of block-based spatial
prediction residuals with large blocks and discuss this topic
further in Section IV-E. In this section, we continue our
discussion for a block size of N = 4.
Hence, for a spatial prediction residual block of size
N = 4 and a correlation parameter of ρ = 0.95, we solve
the optimization problem in Equation (14) with the above
described solution approach. In particular, we exhaustively
search the space of the discrete optimization parameters
(i1, j1, i2, j2, ..., iL, jL), and for each point in the search
space, we search for the best rotation angles (α1, ..., αL) by
employing the optimization toolbox of Matlab. We obtain the
solutions for different number of total plane rotations L. The
coding gains calculated from Equation (11) of the resulting
approximations, along with other common transforms, are
shown in Table I.
The results in Table I are given in terms of coding gain
relative to that of the optimal transform, KLT, which achieves
a coding gain of 10.0039 dB. The DCT has, as expected, a big
coding gain loss of 0.6211 dB. The ODST-3 has a coding gain
loss of only 0.0009 dB, since it is optimal as ρ approaches
1. The remaining transforms AODST-3(L) in Table I represent
the obtained approximations to the ODST-3 with L cascaded
plane rotations. Their coding gain losses are 0.7593 dB with
2 cascaded plane rotations, and drop to 0.1023 dB and 0.0059
dB with 3 and 4 cascaded plane rotations, respectively. With
5 plane rotations, the coding gain loss is only 0.0001 dB.
The approximation with four cascaded plane rotations,
AODST-3(4), is shown in Figure 7 with the branch pairs and
rotation angles of each plane rotation. The output branches are
labeled according to their variances, i.e. R[0] has the largest
variance and R[3] the smallest. AODST-3(4) has a very small
coding gain loss relative to the KLT and also uses the same
number of rotations as the factorization of DCT in Figure 3.
Hence, we focus on AODST-3(4) in the next section to design
i2i approximations of the 4-point ODST-3.
Note that the coding gains for the AODST-3(L) we have
listed in Table I are the best coding gains we obtained
from our optimization problem using our described solution
approach. However, we observed from our solution approach
that there are also other near-optimal solutions, i.e. cascaded
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Fig. 7. AODST-3(4), the obtained cascade of 4 plane rotations to approximate
the 4-point ODST-3. The output branches are labeled according to their
variances, i.e. R[0] has the largest variance and R[3] the smallest.
plane rotations that have very close coding gains to the ones
in Table I.
Note also that the obtained approximations with smaller
number of rotations are not necessarily prefixes of the ones
with more rotations. For example, AODST-3(3) is not equiva-
lent to the cascade of the first three plane rotations in Figure
7. In particular, AODST-3(3) has both different branch-pairs
and rotation angles than the first three rotations in Figure 7.
Finally, note that the plane rotations in the obtained AODST-
3(L) can, in general, not be applied in parallel unlike in the
DCT factorization in Figure 3, where the first two and last
two rotations can be performed in parallel. Of course, our
solution to the optimization problem can be modified so that
only ordered branch pairs that can be implemented in parallel
are used in the search. In this case, the best transform with a
total of L = 4 rotations becomes the one with ordered branch-
pairs of (2,4), (1,3), (3,4) and (1,2), and achieves a coding gain
of -0.1206 dB relative to the KLT.
D. I2i approximation of 4-point odd type-3 DST (ODST-3)
This section discusses the design of integer-to-integer (i2i)
transforms that approximate the 4-point odd type-3 DST
(ODST-3) based on the approximations AODST-3(L) we ob-
tained in the previous section. Although the design approach
is general and can be applied to any transform obtained from
cascaded plane rotations, we focus on the AODST-3(L) and
provide examples based on AODST-3(4). An overview of the
remainder of this section is as follows. We first provide a
summary of our design approach. Then we discuss how the
design approach was developed. Finally, we provide theoretical
coding gains for lossless compression with the obtained i2i
approximations of the ODST-3.
1) Summary of design approach: Our approach to design-
ing i2i approximations of the ODST-3 can be summarized in
3 steps as follows.
Step 1 : Given any AODST-3(L), first, each plane rotation
is replaced with one of four possible decompositions
into two lifting steps and two scaling factors (shown in
Figure 2). For AODST-3(4) in Figure 7, a possible result
is shown in Figure 81.
Step 2 : Next, the scaling parameters K1 and K2 of each
decomposition are commuted with the lifting structures
of the following decompositions so that all scaling
factors are pushed to the end of each signal branch. (This
commutative property is discussed in Figure 9.) For
AODST-3(4) with the lifting decompositions in Figure
8, the result of this step is shown in Figure 10.
Step 3 : Finally, multiple scaling factors Km,n at the end of
each signal branch are combined into one scaling factor
Bi per branch, and the updated parameters p˜ and u˜ of the
lifting structures are quantized for approximation with
rationals of the form k/2l (k and l are integers) so that
multiplications with them and following rounding op-
erations can be implemented with only integer addition
and bit-shift operations. A possible result of this step
applied to Figure 10 is shown in Figure 11.
The resulting i2i approximation of the 4-point ODST-3 in
Figure 11 consists of several cascaded lifting structures, with
quantized lifting parameters pˆm and uˆm followed by scaling
factors Bi at the end of each branch. The cascaded lifting
structures provide an i2i transform and the scaling factors Bi
at the end can be absorbed into the quantization stage in lossy
coding, and omitted in lossless coding.
2) Development of the design approach: Our 3-step design
approach described above was developed using the following
observations.
Consider first the following observations regarding Step 1. A
plane rotation has equivalent input-output relation with all four
types of lifting decompositions into two lifting steps and two
scaling factors (see Figure 2), as discussed in Section III-A.
This implies that a plane rotation can be replaced with any of
the four types of lifting decompositions. However, when the
lifting parameters are quantized, then the input-output relation
of the decompositions deviates from that of the plane rotation,
and each type of decomposition may incur different quantiza-
tion error and different deviation. In addition, although all four
types of decompositions have equivalent input-output relation,
their scaling factors K1, K2 are different, which can become
important after steps 2 and 3 are performed, as discussed in
sub-section IV-D3. Thus, the type of decomposition used for
each rotation is important and sub-section IV-D3 discusses
how to choose the type for each rotation.
Note that type-3 and type-4 lifting decompositions have
permuted outputs (see Figure 2), which means that when a
type-3 or type-4 lifting decomposition is used to replace a
plane rotation, then the output signals in the lower and upper
branches are swapped. Hence, when replacing plane rotations
in an AODST-3(L) (e.g. Figure 7), the swapping of signals in
branches has to be kept track of so that the correct branches
are connected in the following lifting decompositions. For
1Note that the second and fourth rotations of AODST-3(4) in Figure
7 connect branches 2 to 4 and 1 to 2, respectively. However, the lifting
decompositions of the second and fourth rotations in Figure 8 connect
branches 2 to 1 and 4 to 3, respectively. This discrepancy comes from using
a type-3 or type-4 decomposition, which have permuted outputs, for one or
more preceding plane rotations. This issue is discussed in more detail in sub-
section IV-D2.
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Fig. 8. Each plane rotation of the AODST-3(4) in Figure 7 is replaced with one of four types of decompositions into two lifting steps and two scaling
factors. When a type-3 or type-4 decomposition is used, then the output signal of that decomposition is permuted, which needs to be taken into account for
the branches to pair in the following decompositions. The used types for each plane rotation are type-4, type-2, type-3 and type-2, respectively, in this figure.
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Fig. 9. The order of scaling factors Ka, Kb and a following lifting structure
can be changed so that the scaling factors Ka, Kb follow a lifting structure
with modified lifting parameters. Note that the above two structures are end-
to-end equivalent, i.e. they have the same input-output relation.
example, the first plane rotation in Figure 7 is replaced with
a type-4 lifting decomposition in Figure 8, which means that
the output signal of the first plane rotation in the top (bottom)
branch in Figure 7 is in the bottom (top) branch in Figure 8.
Hence, although the second plane rotation in Figure 7 connects
branches 2 to 4, the second lifting decomposition in Figure 8
must now connect branches 2 to 1. In summary, after each
lifting decomposition, one must keep track of which branch
in this new transform structure (e.g. Figure 8) contains which
branch from the AODST-3(L) structure (e.g. Figure 7), and
connect the branches of the following lifting decompositions
accordingly.
Now, consider the following observations regarding Step 2.
The order of scaling factors and a following lifting structure
can be changed so that the scaling factors follow a lifting
structure with modified parameters. This change of order does
not change the input-output relation of this local structure and
is discussed in Figure 9. Applying this reordering repeatedly
to all scaling factors in an AODST-3(L) implementation with
lifting decompositions results in a new transform structure that
has the same overall input-output relation but all lifting steps
are at the beginning and all scaling factors are at the end
of the new overall transform structure. For the AODST-3(4)
implementation in Figure 8, the repeated reordering gives the
new transform structure in Figure 10. It can be verified that
this new transform structure in Figure 10 has the same input-
output relation as the transform structure in Figure 8 or the
AODST-3(4) in Figure 7.
Finally, consider the following observations regarding Step
3. The lifting parameters p˜m and u˜m are quantized for
approximation with rationals of the form k/2l (k and l are
integers) so that multiplications with them and following
rounding operations can be implemented with only integer
addition and bit-shift operations, which is a desirable property
in video compression. Quantization of lifting parameters also
means that the overall transform starts deviating from the
AODST-3(L) and the coding gain tends to drop. The choice
of l provides a trade-off between approximation accuracy (i.e.
coding gain loss) and implementation complexity. A possible
result of this step applied to Figure 10 is shown in Figure 11,
where l = 3.
Note that such a transform structure where all lifting steps
are at the beginning and all scaling factors are at the end
is convenient for obtaining an i2i transform since the lifting
steps at the beginning can provide integer-to-integer mapping
(as discussed in Section III), and the scaling factors Bi at the
end of each branch can be absorbed into the quantization stage
in lossy coding, and omitted in lossless coding.
In lossy coding, the scaling factors Bi can be absorbed into
the quantization stage, and this does not change the coding
gain of the overall system [37], [32].
In lossless coding, when the scaling factors Bi are omitted
(i.e. replaced with 1) the coding gain for lossless compression
with the i2i transform, again, does not change and can be
explained as follows. The denominator of the coding gain
expression in Equation (11) becomes (
∏N
i=1 σ
2
R,iB
−2
i )
1
N when
the scaling factors are omitted, where Bi are the aggregate
scaling factors at the end of the ith branch. Note that Bi are
obtained by products of several scaling factors Km,n (where
m = 1, 2, ..., L represents the plane rotation number and n =
1, 2 indicates either of two scaling coefficients of the decompo-
sition) and the product
∏N
i=1Bi =
∏L
m=1Km,1Km,2. Since
Km,1 =
±1
Km,2
(see Figure 2), the product
∏N
i=1Bi = ±1
and hence the coding gain does not change when the scaling
factors Bi are omitted.
In summary, given an AODST-3(L), all plane rotations are
replaced with one of four types of lifting decompositions into
two lifting steps and two scaling factors. The scaling factors
from all lifting decompositions are pushed to the end of each
branch using the equality in Figure 9. The lifting parameters
are quantized to rationals of the form k/2l so that integer
arithmetic can be used for the computations. The cascade of
lifting steps at the beginning of the structure provides an i2i
transform, and the scaling factors at the end of each branch can
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Fig. 10. The transform structure obtained after all scaling factors Km,1 and Km,2 in Figure 8 are commuted with following lifting structures so that all
scaling factors are pushed to the end of each signal branch. Note that this new transform structure has the same input-output relation as the transform structure
in Figure 8 or the AODST-3(4) in Figure 7.
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Fig. 11. An i2i approximation of the odd type-3 DST (ODST-3) consisting
of four cascaded lifting structures with quantized lifting parameters pˆ and
uˆ. The following scaling factors Bi can be absorbed into the quantization
stage in lossy coding, and omitted in lossless coding. The quantized lifting
parameters pˆm and uˆm are rationals of the form k/2l (k and l are integers)
so that multiplications with them and following rounding operations can be
implemented with only integer addition and bit-shift operations.
be absorbed into the quantization stage in lossy coding, and
omitted in lossless coding, which do not change the coding
gains in lossy or lossless coding.
3) Choice of lifting decomposition type for each plane
rotation: One issue that was not addressed yet in our i2i
transform design approach is which one of the four types of
lifting decompositions should be used to replace each plane
rotation in a given AODST-3(L). Although all four types of
lifting decompositions have the same input-output relation as
the plane rotation, there are two reasons why one type of
decomposition may be preferred over the others to replace
a particular plane rotation.
The first reason comes from the quantization of the lifting
parameters p˜m and u˜m in Step 3 of our design approach.
When the lifting parameters p˜m and u˜m are quantized, then
each different type of decomposition may incur different
quantization error for a particular plane rotation with angle
αm and can affect the overall transform differently.
The second reason comes from the obtained scaling factors
Bi at the end of each branch in Step 3 of our design approach.
When scaling factors Bi are omitted in lossless coding, the
obtained i2i transform is a scaled AODST-3(L) because with
the scaling factors Bi, it has the same input-output relation as
the AODST-3(L). Then the obtained i2i transform by omitting
the scaling factors Bi is simply equal to the AODST-3(L)
with its ith analysis basis function multiplied by B−1i . While
this scaling does not change the theoretical coding gain for
lossless compression as discussed in sub-section IV-D2, it
can have a significant impact on compression performance
if the entropy coder is not aware of this scaling. In our
experiments, we use the reference software of HEVC and its
standard entropy coder that is designed for the statistics of the
orthogonal DCT or ODST-3. In our compression experiments,
we have observed that the best compression performance were
achieved by i2i approximations of the ODST-3 where all
scaling factors Bi were close to ±1, i.e. the scaling was as
small as possible so that the i2i transform was as close as
possible to being orthogonal. For example, the scaling factors
Bi in Figure 11 are equal to −1.1644, −0.9013, 0.8400 and
1.1344, respectively. This i2i ODST-3 is one of the ”least
scaled” i2i approximations of AODST-3(4) and provides the
best compression performance results in our experiments.
In summary, the two reasons why the choice of lifting de-
composition type is important when replacing plane rotations
are the quantization of the lifting parameters p˜m and u˜m, and
the omission of the scaling factors Bi in lossless coding that
causes a scaled i2i approximation of AODST-3(L). One simple
approach to choose the type of lifting decomposition for each
plane rotation in a given AODST-3(L) is to go through all
possible combinations of decomposition types for all plane
rotations in the AODST-3(L) (i.e. there will be a total of 4L
combinations), apply Steps 2 and 3 in the design approach,
and choose the combination of types that provides the best
coding gain and also the ”least scaled” i2i transforms, i.e.
scaling factors Bi close to 1. This is how we chose the types
of decompositions in Figure 8 and we used the resulting i2i
approximation of the ODST-3 in Figure 11 in our experimental
results.
4) Coding gains for lossless compression: We now provide
coding gains for lossless compression with the i2i approx-
imations of the 4-point ODST-3 we designed based on the
approach discussed so far. In particular, the lifting decom-
position based representation of the AODST-3(4) in Figure
8 and its equivalent form in Figure 10 provide one of the
best transform structures for i2i approximation of the 4-point
ODST-3. Using this transform structure, we provide coding
gains for lossless compression based on Equation (11) under
different quantization levels of the lifting parameters p˜m and
u˜m. We quantize the lifting parameters to rationals of the form
k/2l (k and l are integers) and provide the obtained coding
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TABLE II
THEORETICAL CODING GAINS (IN DB, RELATIVE TO THAT OF THE KLT)
FOR LOSSLESS COMPRESSION WITH I2I APPROXIMATIONS OF 4-POINT
ODST-3 WITH VARYING LEVELS OF QUANTIZATION OF LIFTING
PARAMETERS, ALL APPLIED TO THE BLOCK-BASED SPATIAL PREDICTION
RESIDUAL WITH BLOCK SIZE OF N = 4 AND CORRELATION PARAMETER
ρ = 0.95.
l 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
G -0.0059 -0.0060 -0.0056 -0.0104 -0.0165 -0.0158 -0.0973 -1.0565
gains for various values of l. The results are given in Table II.
Table II provides the coding gains relative to the coding
gain of the KLT. Note that as the quantization step size
becomes arbitrarily small, i.e. l grows arbitrarily large, the
obtained i2i transform approaches the AODST-3(4). Hence,
the i2i transform with large l (l = 8) has the same coding
gain loss (0.0059 dB) as the AODST-3(4) in Table I. As l is
reduced, the coding gain losses increase in general since the
obtained i2i transforms deviate more significantly from the
AODST-3(4). The coding gain loss for l ≥ 3 is not significant
in practice. For l = 2, the coding gain drop is about 0.0973 dB
and this can be important in practice. Thus, the quantization
level l = 3 seems to be a good trade-off between coding gain
loss and complexity of the i2i transform and we choose this
l value, for which the quantized lifting parameters are shown
in Figure 11, for our compression experiments within HEVC
in Section V.
Note that the coding gain for lossless compression with
the RDPCM approach, discussed in Section II-A, can also
be calculated from Equation (11). The coding gain of simple
DPCM, applied to the (one-dimensional) block-based spatial
prediction residual with a block size of N = 4 and correlation
parameter ρ = 0.95, is only 0.0039 dB lower than that of
the KLT. This coding gain loss is slightly better than that
(0.0158 dB) of the i2i transform with l = 3 that we use in our
experiments. However, note that the simple DPCM method
is used only along the horizontal or vertical direction in the
horizontal and vertical intra modes in HEVC or H.264 and is
not used in the other angular intra modes. This is because
in the other angular intra modes, the residual exhibits 2D
directional correlation and a corresponding directional DPCM,
designed separately for each angular intra mode, is required
to account for the directional 2D correlation. However, the
additional compression benefits do not justify the additional
complexity increase and HEVC or H.264 do not use such
directional DPCM methods. On the other hand, a 2D i2i
transform based on the designed i2i approximations of the
ODST-3 can be used for all intra modes and does not need to
be redesigned or optimized for every intra mode.
E. I2i transforms for block-based spatial prediction residuals
with large block sizes
The approach we used in Section IV-C to obtain approxi-
mations of the odd type-3 DST (ODST-3) by cascading plane
rotations works well for small block sizes, such as N = 4,
but becomes computationally unmanageable for block sizes
equal to or larger than N = 8. Hence, a different approach is
required to approximate the ODST-3 for large block sizes.
TABLE III
THEORETICAL CODING GAINS (IN DB) OF ODST-3, EDST-3 AND DCT
RELATIVE TO THAT OP THE KLT, ALL APPLIED TO THE BLOCK-BASED
SPATIAL PREDICTION RESIDUAL WITH CORRELATION PARAMETER
ρ = 0.95 AND VARYING BLOCK SIZES.
Block size 4 8 16 32
ODST-3 -0.0009 -0.0024 -0.0045 -0.0072
EDST-3 -0.2174 -0.1376 -0.0797 -0.0468
DCT -0.6211 -0.5611 -0.4108 -0.2640
One possible approach is to use the even type-3 DST
(EDST-3) [31], which can be factored into a cascade of plane
rotations [36], as an approximation for the ODST-3 [33]. Han
et al. use the EDST-3 in lossy coding within the VP9 codec to
transform the block-based spatial prediction residuals of 8x8
blocks and report compression results very close to those with
the ODST-3 [33].
The basis functions of the EDST-3 are given by
[E]m,n =
√
2
N
sin(
(2m− 1)(2n− 1)pi
4N
), m, n ∈ {1, ..., N}
(15)
where m and n are integers representing the frequency and
time index of the basis functions, respectively. When the first
(m = 1) and most important basis function is plotted, one
can see that, similar to the first basis function of the ODST-3
in Equation (10), it has smaller values at the beginning (i.e.
closer to the prediction boundary) and larger values towards
the end of the block, which implies that the EDST-3 may have
good coding gain, in particular better than the conventionally
used DCT, for block-based spatial prediction residuals.
Table III lists the coding gain losses of ODST-3 and EDST-
3 with respect to the KLT for a spatial prediction residual
block with correlation coefficient ρ = 0.95 at various block
sizes. It can be seen from the table that the coding gain loss
of EDST-3 with respect to the ODST-3 becomes smaller as
block size N increases. The coding gain loss of EDST-3 with
respect to ODST-3 is 0.2165 dB for a block size of N = 4,
drops to 0.1352 dB for a block size of N = 8, and drops
further for larger block sizes. The coding gains of the DCT
are also shown in Table III for comparison.
For large block sizes, the coding gain loss arising from
using the EDST-3 instead of the ODST-3 can be a good
trade-off for the reduction in computational complexity, since
the ODST-3 must be implemented with a general matrix
multiplication (with complexity ∝ N2) while the EDST-3
can be implemented with a cascade of plane rotations with
complexity ∝ Nlog2N .
The coding gains in Tables I and III indicate that the
AODST-3(4) derived in Section IV-C has better coding gain
than the EDST-3 for a block size of N = 4. In particular,
their coding gain losses with respect to that of the KLT are
0.0059 and 0.2174 dB, respectively. For larger block sizes,
the approach we used in Section IV-C to obtain the AODST-
3(4) becomes computationally unmanageable and we use the
EDST-3 to approximate the ODST-3.
As block size increases, the EDST-3 becomes a better
approximation of the ODST-3, i.e. the coding gain loss arising
from using the EDST-3 instead of the ODST-3 reduces. For
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example, for N = 8 and N = 16, the coding gain losses drop
to 0.1352 and 0.0752 dB, respectively. While these coding gain
losses may still be considered significant in some contexts,
they become insignificant in HEVC, which we use for our
experimental results, because these block sizes larger than
N = 4 are used rarely in lossless compression in HEVC.
The block sizes available in HEVC for intra prediction
and transform range from 4x4 to 32x32. However in lossless
compression, large block sizes such as N = 8 or N = 16
(i.e. 8x8 and 16x16 intra prediction blocks) are used much
less frequently than the block size of N = 4 (i.e. 4x4 intra
prediction blocks), as we show in the experimental results
in Section V. This is because the bitrate of the prediction
residual dominates the overall bitrate in lossless compression
(i.e. bitrate of side information, such as intra modes, is a very
small fraction of the overall bitrate), and to reduce the bitrate
of the residual, better prediction is needed, which is best at
the smallest available block size, i.e. 4x4 block size.
Thus in lossless compression within HEVC (or any other
codec that has 4x4 block intra prediction and transforms),
lossless compression efficiency of the block size of N = 4
dominates the overall lossless compression efficiency of the
system, and the sub-optimal performance at larger block sizes
has an insignificant effect on the overall compression results,
as we show in Section V. Nevertheless, to demonstrate this
insignificant effect, we design an i2i transform based on the
EDST-3 for only the block size N = 8 (i.e. 8x8 intra prediction
blocks) and provide experimental results with it in Section V.
The approach we use to design the 8-point i2i transform
based on the 8-point EDST-3, in particular its representation
as a cascade of plane rotations, is the same as presented in
Section IV-D. We apply the same 3-step procedure. First, each
plane rotation in the 8-point EDST-3 is replaced with one of
four possible decompositions into two lifting steps and two
scaling factors. Next, the scaling factors from all decomposi-
tion are pushed to the end of each branch. Finally, multiple
scaling factors at the end of each branch are combined into
a single scaling factor per branch, and all lifting parameters
are quantized for approximation with rationals of the form
k/2l, where we use l = 8. We also chose the type of lifting
decomposition for each plane rotation so that the overall i2i
transform is as close as possible to being orthogonal. The
resulting 8-point i2i transform has a coding gain loss of only
0.0001 dB relative to the 8-point EDST-3.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The i2i approximation of the 4-point ODST-3 in Figure 11
and the i2i approximation of the 8-point ODST-3 discussed
in Section IV-E are implemented into the HEVC version 2
Range Extensions (RExt) reference software (HM-15.0+RExt-
8.1) [38] to provide experimental results of these developed i2i
transforms for lossless intra-frame compression. Both of these
i2i transforms are applied along first the horizontal and then
the vertical direction to obtain 4x4 and 8x8 i2i approximations
of the 2D ODST-3 for 4x4 and 8x8 intra prediction residual
blocks, respectively. These 2D i2i transforms are used in
lossless compression to transform 4x4 and 8x8 block intra
prediction residuals of both luma and chroma pictures.
A. Experimental Setup
To evaluate the performance of the developed i2i transforms,
the following systems are derived from the reference software2
and compared in terms of lossless intra-frame compression
performance and complexity :
• HEVCv1
• HEVCv2
• i2iDST4
• i2iDST4+RDPCM
• i2iDST4&8
• i2iDST4&8+RDPCM.
The employed processing in each of these systems is summa-
rized in Table IV and discussed below.
The HEVCv1 system represents HEVC version 1, which
just skips transform and quantization and sends the prediction
residual block without any further processing to the entropy
coder, as discussed in Section II.
The HEVCv2 system represents HEVC version 2, in which
horizontal RDPCM is applied in the horizontal intra mode
at all available block sizes from 4x4 to 32x32, and vertical
RDPCM is applied in the vertical intra mode at all available
block sizes. For all the other 33 intra modes at all available
block sizes, the prediction residual is not processed and sent
to the entropy coder.
The remaining systems employ the developed i2i approxi-
mations of the ODST-3. In the i2iDST4 system, the RDPCM
system of the HEVC reference software is disabled in 4x4 intra
prediction blocks and the 4x4 i2i 2D ODST-3 is used in all
modes of 4x4 intra prediction residual blocks. In larger blocks,
the default HEVCv2 processing, i.e. RDPCM in horizontal and
vertical modes, is used.
In the i2iDST4+RDPCM system, the i2i transform and
RDPCM methods are combined in 4x4 block intra coding.
In other words, in intra coding of 4x4 intra prediction blocks,
the RDPCM method of HEVCv2 is used if the intra prediction
mode is horizontal or vertical, and the 4x4 i2i 2D ODST-3 is
used for other intra prediction modes. In larger blocks, the
default HEVCv2 processing, i.e. RDPCM in horizontal and
vertical modes, is used.
In the i2iDST4&8 system, the RDPCM system of the HEVC
reference software is disabled in 4x4 and 8x8 intra prediction
residual blocks and the 4x4 and 8x8 i2i 2D ODST-3 are used
in all modes of 4x4 and 8x8 intra prediction residual blocks.
In larger residual blocks, such as 16x16 or 32x32 blocks, the
default HEVCv2 processing, i.e. RDPCM in horizontal and
vertical modes, is used.
Finally, in the i2iDST4&8+RDPCM system, the i2i trans-
form and RDPCM methods are combined in 4x4 and 8x8 block
intra coding. In other words, in intra coding of 4x4 and 8x8
intra prediction blocks, the RDPCM method of HEVCv2 is
used if the intra prediction mode is horizontal or vertical, and
the 4x4 or 8x8 i2i 2D ODST-3 is used for other intra prediction
modes. In larger blocks, the default HEVCv2 processing, i.e.
RDPCM in horizontal and vertical modes, is used.
2We are planing to share the source code of our modified reference software,
from which all these systems can be obtained, on github.com.
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TABLE IV
PROCESSING OF INTRA PREDICTION RESIDUAL BLOCKS PRIOR TO ENTROPY CODING IN EACH SYSTEM
HEVCv1 HEVCv2 i2iDST4 i2iDST4 i2iDST4&8 i2iDST4&8
+RDPCM +RDPCM
4x4 hor/ver intra - hor/ver rdpcm 4x4 i2i 2D DST hor/ver rdpcm 4x4 i2i 2D DST hor/ver rdpcm
4x4 other intra - - 4x4 i2i 2D DST 4x4 i2i 2D DST 4x4 i2i 2D DST 4x4 i2i 2D DST
8x8 hor/ver intra - hor/ver rdpcm hor/ver rdpcm hor/ver rdpcm 8x8 i2i 2D DST hor/ver rdpcm
8x8 other intra - - - - 8x8 i2i 2D DST 8x8 i2i 2D DST
larger hor/ver intra - hor/ver rdpcm hor/ver rdpcm hor/ver rdpcm hor/ver rdpcm hor/ver rdpcm
larger other intra - - - - - -
TABLE V
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE (%) BITRATE REDUCTION AND
ENCODING/DECODING TIMES OF SEVERAL SYSTEMS WITH RESPECT TO
THE HEVCV1 SYSTEM IN LOSSLESS INTRA CODING FOR
ALL-INTRA-MAIN SETTINGS.
HEVCv2 i2iDST4 i2iDST4 i2iDST4&8 i2iDST4&8
+RDPCM +RDPCM
Class A 7.2 11.7 12.1 12.1 12.6
Class B 4.5 6.3 6.5 6.4 6.7
Class C 5.3 6.3 7.0 6.3 7.1
Class D 7.5 8.4 9.4 8.2 9.5
Class E 8.2 9.2 10.5 8.8 10.5
Average 6.4 8.3 8.9 8.2 9.1
Enc. T. 94.6% 99.0% 99.6% 107.2% 103.1%
Dec. T. 92.9% 95.3% 98.0% 95.8% 97.0%
Table IV summarizes the processing in all systems. In
all systems, except HEVCv1 system, available RExt tools,
such as a dedicated context model for the significance map,
Golomb rice parameter adaptation, intra reference smoothing
and residual rotation [16], [25], are used. However, the residual
rotation RExt tool is not used with i2i transforms since i2i
transforms already compact the residual energy into the lower
frequency transform coefficients.
B. Lossless Intra-frame Compression Results
For the experimental results, the common test conditions in
[39] are followed, except that only the first 150 frames are
coded from every sequence due to our limited computational
resources. The results are shown in Table V, which include av-
erage percentage (%) bitrate reductions and encoding/decoding
times of all systems with respect to HEVCv1 system for All-
Intra-Main encoding settings [39].
Consider first the results of the HEVCv2, i2iDST4 and
i2iDST4+RDPCM systems in Table V. Their average (aver-
aged over all sequences in all classes) bitrate savings with
respect to HEVCv1 system are 6.4%, 8.3% and 8.9%, re-
spectively. Notice also from the results in the table that the
systems employing the developed 4-point i2i ODST-3, i.e.
i2iDST4 and i2iDST4+RDPCM, achieve consistently larger
bitrate reductions than HEVCv2 in all classes.
Note also that the i2iDST4+RDPCM system performs better
than the i2iDST4 system in all classes. In other words, the re-
sults indicate that if RDPCM is used for horizontal and vertical
intra modes, and i2i 2D ODST-3 for other intra modes, as in
the i2iDST4+RDPCM system, the best lossless compression
performance is achieved. This is because the residual in the
horizontal and vertical intra modes can be modeled well with
separable 2D correlation (with much larger correlation along
the prediction direction than the perpendicular direction) [40]
and thus the simple horizontal or vertical DPCM is a great
fit and can achieve very good compression performance in
these modes, as indicated by its good theoretical coding gain
discussed in sub-section IV-D4. In the remaining intra modes,
the horizontal or vertical RDPCM method would not work
well (see sub-section IV-D4) but the designed i2i ODST-3 can
provide good compression gains.
Consider now also the results of the i2iDST4&8 and
i2iDST4&8+RDPCM systems in Table V. As shown in Table
IV, these systems use an i2i approximation of ODTS-3 also
in 8x8 blocks, in addition to that in 4x4 blocks. The bitrate
savings achieved by these systems, however, do not provide
significant or consistent increases on top of those provided by
the i2iDST4 and i2iDST4+RDPCM systems. In other words,
using i2i ODST-3 in 4x4 blocks seems to provide most of the
achievable compression gain and using also an i2i approxi-
mation of ODST-3 in 8x8 blocks does not seem to provide
significant increase in lossless compression performance. This
is reminiscent of the similar situation in lossy coding, where
HEVC uses the ODST-3 in only 4x4 intra blocks, and the
additional compression gains from using the ODST-3 (instead
of the conventional DCT) in lossy coding of larger intra blocks
is small and does not justify the additional computational
complexity burden of the ODST-3 over the DCT [41].
Finally, consider also the average encoding and decoding
times of all systems in Table V. They are compared to
those of HEVCv1, assuming HEVCv1 system spends 100%
time on encoding and decoding. The HEVCv2, i2iDST4,
and i2iDST4+RDPCM systems achieve lower encoding and
decoding times than HEVCv1, despite their additional pro-
cessing of the residuals, mainly due to their lower bitrates
which allow the complex entropy coding/decoding to finish
faster. The i2iDST4&8 and i2iDST4&8+RDPCM systems
have longer encoding times than HEVCv1 since the 8-point
i2i approximation of ODST-3 requires more computation than
the 4-point i2i ODST-3 or the DPCM method, however, the
decoding times are shorter than those of HEVCv1 since the
8-point inverse i2i ODST-3 is rarely used at the decoder, as
we discuss in section V-C.
The results of the i2iDST4&8 and i2iDST4&8+RDPCM
systems in Table V indicate that when i2i ODST-3 is used
in 4x4 blocks, using i2i approximation of ODST-3 in also
8x8 blocks does not improve lossless intra frame compression
significantly or consistently. To analyze this result further, we
perform a new set of experiments. We disable the use of 4x4
intra prediction blocks in all systems so that the smallest block
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TABLE VI
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE (%) BITRATE REDUCTION OF SEVERAL SYSTEMS
WITH MINIMUM ALLOWED BLOCK SIZE OF 8X8 FOR INTRA PREDICTION
WITH RESPECT TO HEVCV1 THAT HAS MINIMUM ALLOWED BLOCK SIZE
OF 4X4
HEVCv1 HEVCv2 i2iDST4&8 i2iDST4&8
+RDPCM
Class A -7.2 5.4 9.4 10.1
Class B -4.4 3.3 5.3 5.7
Class C -6.6 2.3 3.2 4.3
Class D -7.8 4.7 4.7 6.6
Class E -6.7 6.4 6.3 8.3
Average -6.4 4.3 5.7 6.9
size for intra prediction is 8x8, which allows us to investigate
how the systems compare when only the 8-point i2i ODST-3
is available. In other words, in this new set of experiments, the
processing of intra prediction residual blocks prior to entropy
coding is the same as in Table IV, except that the top two rows
with 4x4 block processing are not allowed in all systems. (Note
that in this case the i2iDST4 and i2iDST4+RDPCM systems
become identical to HEVCv2.) The compression results are
presented in Table VI.
Note that the results in Table VI are bitrate savings with
respect to HEVCv1 in the initial set of experiments, i.e.
HEVCv1 that has access to all block sizes from 4x4 to 32x32,
so that these results can also be easily compared to those in
Table V. The results in Table VI indicate that in this new set of
experiments, systems employing i2i approximations of ODST-
3 achieve similar compression gains with respect to HEVCv2.
In particular, the i2iDST4&8+RDPCM system achieves an
average bitrate reduction of 2.7% and 2.6% with respect to
HEVCv2 in Tables V and VI, respectively. In summary, from
the results in Tables V and VI, it can be concluded that
the developed 8-point i2i approximation of the ODST-3 can
achieve significant compression gains if it is the smallest point
i2i ODST-3 used in the system, but its contribution to the
overall compression performance becomes insignificant if it is
used together with the 4-point i2i ODST-3.
C. Block size and intra mode statistics
It is also useful to obtain additional insights by looking
at the statistics regarding how often available block sizes
and intra modes are used in lossless compression within the
systems we compare in this section. For this purpose, we
use the initial experiments where all block sizes from 4x4
to 32x32 are available for intra prediction in all systems.
Figure 12 shows the percentage of pixels that are coded in
each available block size in the systems HEVCv1, HEVCv2,
i2iDST4+RDPCM and i2iDST4&8+RDPCM for all classes
and Table VII summarizes the average of these statistics
(averaged over all sequences in all classes.)
The most important observation from the percentages in
Figure 12 is that 4x4 block size is by far the most frequently
used block size in all of the systems for all sequence classes.
This is because the bitrate of the prediction residual dominates
the overall bitrate in lossless compression (i.e. bitrate of side
information, such as intra modes, is a very small fraction of the
overall bitrate), and to reduce the bitrate of the residual, better
prediction is needed, which is typically best at the smallest
available block size, i.e. 4x4 block size.
A closer look at the percentages in Table VII shows that
while the percentages of pixels coded in 4x4 and 8x8 blocks
are 89.6% and 8.6% in HEVCv1, respectively, they change to
77.2% and 17.7% in HEVCv2. This is because HEVCv1 does
not process the block-based spatial prediction residual and the
encoder chooses 4x4 blocks almost exclusively, except in very
flat regions where prediction with 4x4 or 8x8 blocks is almost
identical. In HEVCv2, the prediction residual is processed
with RDPCM in horizontal and vertical intra modes, which
improves the prediction performance in larger (and smaller)
blocks and thus larger blocks are used more often in HEVCv2.
Let us also observe what these percentages are in the
systems utilizing i2i approximations of the ODST-3. In the
i2iDST4+RDPCM system, the percentage of pixels coded in
4x4 blocks increases back to 88.1% while the percentage of
pixels coded in 8x8 blocks decreases to 8.7%. This change
is due to the i2i ODST-3 in 4x4 blocks, which improves
the lossless compression performance in 4x4 blocks and
thus the encoder chooses 4x4 blocks more often. In the
i2iDST4&8+RDPCM system, the percentage of pixels coded
in 4x4 blocks decreases back to 79.4%, while the percentage
of pixels coded in 8x8 blocks increases back to 17.4%. This
change is due to using i2i ODST-3 also in 8x8 blocks, which
can slightly improve lossless compression performance in 8x8
blocks and thus the encoder chooses 8x8 blocks more often.
Table VIII shows how the percentages of the 4x4 and 8x8
blocks in Table VII are distributed to the 35 intra modes. In
particular, we consider the aggregate of the horizontal and
vertical intra modes and the the aggregate of the remaining
intra modes. Table VIII shows that in HEVCv1, 15.0% of
pixels are coded in 4x4 block horizontal and vertical intra
modes and 74.6% in the remaining modes, and these num-
bers change to 41.2% and 36.0% in HEVCv2. This change
happens because HEVCv2 uses RDPCM in horizontal and
vertical modes and RDPCM improves compression perfor-
mance, causing the encoder to choose the modes more often.
In the i2iDST4+RDPCM system, i2i ODST-3 is used in
TABLE VII
PERCENTAGE OF PIXELS THAT ARE CODED IN EACH AVAILABLE BLOCK
SIZE IN SEVERAL SYSTEMS (AVERAGE OVER ALL SEQUENCES)
Block size HEVCv1 HEVCv2 i2iDST4 i2iDST4&8
+RDPCM +RDPCM
4x4 89.6 77.2 88.1 79.4
8x8 8.6 17.7 8.7 17.4
16x16 1.8 5.1 3.2 3.2
32x32 0 0 0 0
TABLE VIII
DISTRIBUTION OF PERCENTAGES OF THE 4X4 AND 8X8 BLOCKS IN TABLE
VII TO HORIZONTAL&VERTICAL AND REMAINING INTRA MODES
Intra modes HEVCv1 HEVCv2 i2iDST4 i2iDST4&8
+RDPCM +RDPCM
4x4 hor&ver 15.0 41.2 25.9 23.9
4x4 other 74.6 36.0 62.2 55.5
8x8 hor&ver 0.6 12.0 4.5 5.1
8x8 other 8.0 5.7 4.2 12.3
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Fig. 12. Percentage of pixels that are coded in each available block size in several systems for all sequence classes.
the 4x4 block other modes (i.e. not horizontal or vertical)
and this increases the percentage of these modes to 62.2%
since the i2i ODST-3 improves compression performance and
thus the encoder chooses these modes more often. In the
i2iDST4&8+RDPCM system, i2i approximation of ODST-3 is
also used in the other modes of 8x8 blocks and this increases
the percentage of the 8x8 other modes to 12.3% compared
to the 4.2% in the i2iDST4+RDPCM or the 5.7% in the
HEVCv2 systems, which do not process these intra modes
prior to entropy coding.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper explored an alternative approach for lossless
intra-frame compression. A popular and computationally ef-
ficient approach, used also in H.264 and HEVC, is to skip
transform and quantization but also process the residual block
with DPCM, along he horizontal or vertical direction, prior
to entropy coding. This paper explored an alternative ap-
proach based on processing the residual block with integer-
to-integer (i2i) transforms. In particular, we developed novel
i2i approximations of the odd type-3 DST (ODST-3) that can
be applied to the residuals of all intra prediction modes in
lossless intra-frame compression. Experimental results with
the HEVC reference software showed that the developed
i2i approximations of the ODST-3 improve lossless intra-
frame compression efficiency with respect to HEVC version
2, which uses the popular DPCM method along the horizontal
or vertical direction, by an average 2.7% without a significant
effect on computational complexity.
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